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Rotavirus diarrhea is an infectious intestinal disease that causes about 215 thousand deaths annually in
infants under five years old. This virus is formed by three layers of concentric proteins that envelop its
genome, from which VP6 structural protein is the most conserved among rotavirus serotypes and an
excellent vaccine candidate. Recent studies have shown that structural proteins are susceptible to losing
their biological function when their conformation is modified by moderate temperature increments,
and in the case of VP6, its antigen efficiency decreases. We performed an in silico analysis to identify
the structural variations in the epitopes 301-315, 357-366, and 376-384 of the rotavirus VP6 protein
-in a hydrated medium- when the temperature is increased from 310 K to 322 K. In the latter state,
we applied an electric field equivalent to a low energy laser pulse and calculated the fluctuations per
amino acid residue. We identified that the region 301-315 has greater flexibility and density of negative
electrical charge; nevertheless, at 322 K it experiences a sudden change of secondary structure that
could decrease its efficiency as an antigenic determinant. The applied electric field induces electrical
neutrality in the region 357-366, whereas in 376-384 inverts the charge, implying that temperature
changes in the range 310 K-322 K are a factor that promotes thermoelectric effects in the VP6 protein
epitopes in the region 300-396.
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1. Introduction
Rotavirus is the most important etiological agent in severe
diarrhea, causing about 215 thousand deaths annually
in infants under five years old [1]. It is composed of 11
double-stranded ARN segments, which codify for six
structural proteins (VP1-4,6 and 7) and six non-structural
(NSP1-6) [2]. VP6 protein is the most immunogenic and
conserved among serotypes, therefrom it is speculated that
it may be an excellent candidate for highly heterotypic
vaccines [3]; furthermore, VP6 has been proven to induce
significant protection in mice after a challenge against
rotavirus, regardless of the route of administration [4].
X-ray crystallography studies with a resolution of 2-2.6 Å
show that VP6 is a 95 Å long protein with a tower shape,
constituted by three subunits grouped around a triple-fold
central axis where contact zones are relatively charged. In
the center of this trimeric molecule, there is a Zn2+ ion,
important for stability, coordinated tetrahedrally by the
His153 of each subunit; and a Cl- ion, coordinated by
Lys154, that compensates for the accumulation of positive
charges on the axis. When folded, two domains are shown:
(1) domain B, comprising amino acid residues from 335 to

397 of the C-terminus, and 150 residues of the N-terminus,
and (2) domain H, which is composed of residues 151 to
334, has multiple loops and a three-layer structure that
allows it to interact with the other rotavirus proteins [5-7].
An interesting feature of VP6 is its behavior as
conducting material that allows charge transfer processes
and metal electrodeposition [8]. Moreover, it is structurally
polymorphic since it forms tubular particles (100 nm
in diameter) at pH 5.0-9.0, spherical particles (45 nm in
diameter) at pH 4.0, and sheets in pH changes from 6.0 to
4.0 [9-10]. These and other structural changes are associated
with variations in physicochemical parameters, mainly pH
and temperature, which cause differences in efficiency and
stability during assembly [11-14].
An epitope or antigenic determinant refers to an antigen
target zone to which an antibody specifically binds. VP6 has
several groups of highly conserved reactive epitopes, mainly
in the 197-397 region; they induce the immune response
through CD4 T cells and CD8 T cells, which produces
antiviral cytokines (IFN-γ, TNF) [15-16]. In the region
300-396, at least three epitopes of biological importance
have been described: 301-315, 357-366, and 376-384
[17-18].
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In the present work, we performed an in silico study to
analyze the structural variations of VP6 when temperature
changes are induced, and the protein is subjected to an
electric field equivalent to an infrared laser pulse with a
wavelength of 3.0 μm. We used two force fields to model
the energetic interactions, then calculated and compared
the fluctuations of the residues in three epitopes of VP6
located in the region 300-396. We described the charge
distribution in the regions mentioned above and analyzed
the implications of thermoelectric effects on their biological
function.

2. Methods
2.1 Molecular Dynamics
We used Classical Molecular Dynamics to simulate the wildtype VP6 protein from its experimentally determined spatial
configuration by X-ray diffraction with a resolution of 1.95 Å
(RSBS Protein Data Bank ID 1QHD). For this purpose, we
used GROMACS 5.1.2 programs suite with the Gromos96
43 a force field. The protein was solvated with 47,456 water
molecules with the TIP3P model inside a simulation box
with rhombic dodecahedral geometry, and incorporating
periodic boundary conditions. In order to keep the system
neutral, Na+ and Cl- ions were added at a concentration of
0.15 mol/L. An NVT (number of particles, volume, and
temperature are kept constant) statistical ensemble was
used while controlling the temperature with the Berendsen
thermostat. The cutoff radius of Van der Waals was set at
16 Å, while Coulomb’s was set at 12 Å. The system energy
was minimized using the steepest descent method. After the
minimization, the simulation was carried out in three stages:
i) System Relaxation, ii) equilibration, and iii) production.
The energetic stability of the system was achieved before
30ns; for this reason, the production stage was carried out
for 100 ns.

2.2 Structural Properties
Root mean square fluctuation per amino acid residue was
calculated by

1 T

2
RMSF (i ) =  ∑ ri (t1 ) − ri (t2 ) 
 T t1 =1


1
2

Where ri (t1) is the initial position of the atom i at time
while ri (t2) is its position at a later time t2
The protein contact map provides a bidimensional
representation that is invariant to rotations and translations.
It is generated by a binary matrix whose entries represent the
distance between all amino acid residue pairs of the protein,
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that is: for two residues i and j, the input (i,j) is 1 if its
distance is less than a specific limit, and otherwise is 0.
Using molecular simulation dynamics, we generated
the trajectories of all the atoms of the hydrated protein
complex by solving motion Newton’s equations from
a proposed potential energy model. The initial atom
velocities were obtained randomly from a Boltzmann
distribution, and the initial positions were contained in
the PDB file, generated by X-ray diffraction. For those
mentioned above, we obtained system configurations every
10ps, which allowed us to identify the variations of the
secondary and tertiary structure of VP6 as a function of
time. We identified six types of secondary structures in the
protein and classified each amino acid residue during the
entire production stage.

2.3 Electric Field Model
The hydrated VP6 protein was stimulated with a timedependent pulsed electric field with a maximum at t0 and a
width σ given by
 (t − t )2 
0
 cos  ω (t − t )
E (t ) = E0 exp −
0 

2

2σ


Where E0 is the initial pulse amplitude whose angular
frequency is in terms of the wavelength λ and the speed
2π c
of light c, and is calculated using ω =
. In our case,
λ
the initial temperatures for the complex were set at
T = 310K, 317K and 322K the structural variations
induced by the electric field were observed with
E0 = 1.0Vnm−1 ,σ = 1 ps , and λ = 3.0µm .
Since λ > 150nm, ionization effects do not occur [19];
additionally, at room temperature, the vibrations of the
water molecules and VP6 are comparable with kT. Likewise,
quantum effects were not considered because they demand a
considerable amount of computational resources; however,
the method includes quantum corrections using forces
autocorrelation functions [20].

3. Results and Discussion
Proteins are complex systems whose internal mechanics are
fundamental to all cellular processes of living organisms.
The coordinated movements of its amino acids residues
under the force field that restricts them, link the protein
structure with its biological function. For this reason, it
is not a surprise that, when stimulating a protein with an
external electric field, conformational changes of its entire
structure are observed in nanosecond time scales that are
consistent with the local and allosteric changes naturally
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induced by the union of a ligand [21]. Since it is in our
interest to analyze the epitopes of VP6 found in the region
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300-396, Table 1 summarizes those that have been reported
in the literature as a result of experimental work.

Table 1: Epitopes from the region 300-396 of VP6.
Epitope

Amino acid sequence

Biological importance

Reference

A
301-315 TPAVAALFPNAQPFE

Recognized by CD4 T cells that produce antiviral cytokines (IFN-γ). It is of such
importance that this epitope is included in the RotaTeq vaccine; in fact, a similar
sequence induces protection against the virus by producing IL-2.

B
357-366 VGPVFPPGM

It was identified by functional mapping. This sequence corresponds to a restricted
epitope (H-2b), recognized by CD8 T cells, and is associated with the expression of
CD107a / b and IFN-γ.

[17, 24-25]

Region recognized by CD4 T cells (H-2d) in mice, which is associated with the
production of IL-2, TNF, and IFN-γ, although to a lesser extent than other regions
of the protein. On the other hand, a similar region containing this sequence induces
significant protection against viral shedding after intranasal immunization.

[15, 18, 26]

C
376-384 PSREDNLQR

The simulation results showed that the temperature increase
causes significant changes in the structure of some regions
of VP6. As Fig. 1 shows, these changes are more evident in
epitopes A and B, in which the majority of their amino acid
residues form a turn-like structure (turn, T). On the other
hand, epitope C is structurally more conserved since it is
placed in an alpha helix-like structure.

[18, 22-23]

1000 ps is conserved except in the region 301-308 that belongs
to epitope A, which restructurates from A-helix to turns (T).

Figure 2: a) VP6 contact map. The dark areas imply that the
residues are located at distances greater than 1.5 nm. The clearest
points represent a pair of amino acid residues located at distances
less than 1.5 nm. b) Secondary structure of VP6 at 322K during
the first 1000 ps.

Figure 1: The VP6 secondary structure is modified as a result of
temperature changes. The protein at 310 K is shown in blue, at 317
K in green, at 322 K in pink, and at 322 K with the simulation
of an electric field in orange. The red circles show the location of
the epitopes.

As the temperature rises, the system increases its kinetic
energy, which is reflected in the random movement of
some residues whose atoms vibrate, generating rotation and
translation movements that are manifested to a greater extent
in regions with a less steric deterrent. These movements
modified the interatomic distances, forcing amino acid
residues to be grouped into different secondary structures,
even in ultra-short time intervals. In Fig. 2, we show a) the
VP6 contact map, which is a bidimensional representation
of the distances among all the residues. Dark areas imply
that residues are at distances greater than 1.5 nm, while the
lightest points represent those with distances less than 1.5
nm. b) VP6 secondary structure at 322 K during the first

We calculated the root mean square fluctuations per VP6
residue for 310 K, 317 K, and 322 K temperatures; it
can be observed that when the temperature decreases, the
flexibility of the protein is increased in several regions of
its structure (Fig. 3a). However, when applying an electric
field, fluctuations decrease throughout the molecule (Fig.
3b), and particularly, in epitope C.

Figure 3: a) Root mean square fluctuations per VP6 amino
acid residue for three temperatures. b) Comparison of residue
fluctuations forming the epitopes A, B, and C. It is observed that
the presence of the electric field mitigates the fluctuations in the
region 300-396.
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The charge distribution in a protein and, in particular, in its
epitopes, is of great importance because it is closely related
to protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions. It should
be noted that it has been experimentally demonstrated that
epitopes of VP6 have a high density of charged residues
and that charge density is proportional to the number of
antibodies that bind to them [27].

Figure 4: Charge distribution of epitopes in the VP6 region 300396. The red boxes indicate the location of the atoms forming the
amino acid residues of the epitopes.

In the specific case of the region 300-396, we analyzed
the distribution of electric charge in epitopes A, B, and
C by increasing the temperature from 310K to 322K.
Subsequently; we incorporated the stimulus of an electric
field in the 322 K system. As shown in Fig. 4, in epitope A,
there are slight changes in the electric charge distribution
when the temperature increases; this phenomenon is not
accentuated by the application of the field. On the other
hand, in the epitope B, the temperature increase causes a
redistribution of electric charge until neutrality is reached
in some areas, which becomes even more evident when
incorporating the stimulus of the electric field. In the case
of epitope C, an inversion of charge occurs (from negative
to positive) as the temperature increased, but this effect is
reversed when the electric field is applied. Thermoelectric
effects are presented due to the conductive nature of VP6
(García-García et al., 2019).

Conclusions
The in silico analysis showed that epitope A has a higher
density of electrically charged residues and greater structural
flexibility. However, its efficiency in attracting antibodies
might be diminished because its residues, in the state of
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minimum energy, are stable and located in an alpha helix
structure; but as the temperature increases, in very short
times (600 ps), the aforementioned conformation is lost,
and the residues are reconfigured to form a turn structure.
As a result, its antigenic determinant function might be
compromised.
The charge distribution in epitopes A, B, and C agrees
with that reported in experimental tests [21]. Furthermore,
we can appreciate that the application of the field induces
electrical neutrality in the epitope B; consequently, the
affinity constant between VP6 and immunoglobulins
might be reduced due to the increase of Van der Waals
type interactions in detriment of Coulomb interactions.
However, the fluctuations of the residues - induced by the
electric field - decrease significantly in this region, which
could facilitate the coordinated movement of their amino
acid residues, as well as minimize the forces that restrict
them to favor protein-ligand interactions.
With respect to epitope C, it was observed that it has a
poorly flexible structure, and temperature changes did not
affect this condition. Nonetheless, the temperature increase
was sufficient to generate a thermoelectric effect that
reversed the charge distribution - from negative to positive
-, phenomenon that was partially reversed when the electric
field was applied.
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